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As we expand our operations into the UAE market, we are seeking a highly skilled and

experienced Managing Director to lead our team in Dubai.Responsibilities:Obtain Sharia-

compliant certification to penetrate Muslim markets and point.Lead Dubai business

development initiatives, fostering strategic partnerships and driving growth.Manage all

vara.ae interactionsObtain the necessary regulatory licenses from relevant

authorities.Oversee day-to-day operations of the Dubai office, ensuring efficient workflow

and adherence to company policies.Provide leadership and guidance to the local team,

fostering a culture of excellence and innovation.Collaborate with ExCo to align strategies

and ensure cohesive operations.Act in the interests of the company and in accordance with

its memorandum and articles of association as required by statutory law.Obtain shareholder

approval for certain matters as necessary.Adhere to the director’s service

agreement.Requirements:Experience and knowledge of DeFi.Excellent written and verbal

communication skills in English, with the ability to effectively communicate technical

concepts to diverse audiences.Proven leadership abilities, with a collaborative and proactive

approach to problem-solving.Ability to work independently and prioritize tasks effectively in a

remote work environment.Soft Skills:Strong team player with excellent interpersonal

skills.Flexible, open-minded, and adaptable to changing priorities.Proactive and

responsible, with a passion for personal and professional development.
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